French: The Basics Part II  
LANG6302

Course Outline

Description: Part 2 is a continuation of French: the Basics Part 1. It is still an Introduction to French. This course will build upon your exiting abilities.

Deliver deeper into French by studying the mechanics of French and expanding your vocabulary, verb and grammar skills. In addition you will increase your oral communications skills. You will feel more comfortable to communicate in French.

Course Goals: In part 1 we studied some basic knowledge of the French language, for example: "L'alphabet, les nombres, le nom, l'adjectif, les verbes AVOIR, ÊTRE, FAIRE, les verbes en ER. Vocabulary: la classe, la famille". Now we will add more Basic French vocabulary like..., (house, city, food). Verbs, (Aller, Venir, Vouloir, Pouvoir). Useful expressions like Possessive adjectives and expression of Time. Finally, practical situations to be used for practice and in-class interaction- (order food and drinks, ask for directions...).

Course Objectives: At the completion of this course, the student will be able to: At the completion of this course, the student will be able to recognize more French expressions and use them by making simple sentences and by asking and answering simple questions.

Attendance Requirements:  
Students must miss no more than two classes to receive a completion for this course. A grade report can be printed from myWCS.

Code of Student Conduct:  
The purpose of the Code of Student Conduct is to define the general standard of conduct expected of students registered at Western University, provide examples of behaviour that constitutes a breach of this standard of conduct, provide examples of sanctions that may be imposed, and set out the disciplinary procedures that the University will follow. For the complete Code of Student Conduct: http://www.uwo.ca/univsec/board/code.pdf
Course Schedule: Week 1 to Week 7

1. **Week 1**  Introducing yourself and someone
   Review: the Basics Part I
   Expression: IL Y A (There is, there are)
   Vocabulary: House

2. **Week 2**  Review: ‘ Il y a ‘
   Possessive adjectives and usage of ‘de’

3. **Week 3**  The time – L’heure
   Parts of the day – La journée
   Review: The date

4. **Week 4**  New expressions with Faire (to do. to make)
   Verbs: Pouvoir (to be able to), Vouloir (to want),
   Short dialogues

5. **Week 5**  Verb to Go – ALLER
   Vocabulary: places in the city
   Directions
   Prepositions of place: In (dans), on (sur)...

6. **Week 6**  Verb: to Come — VENIR. Recent past.
   Food. Order at the restaurant.

7. **Week 7**  Oral presentations.
   Review
   Word games